How to learn from college?
calculus homework

But now it is necessary to talk about the main thing: how to study in college so that it was not
painfully ashamed of the time spent in the walls of this institution. The answer is as always simple on perfectly, but how exactly to achieve such a result?
It is worth noting here that the college study contracts and state employees. If the first study does
not seem so complicated and tedious, then the second will have to be pretty sweat to get the
long-awaited and vital scholarship.
As a rule, teachers are not treated as strictly and categorically as to "free complishers", since any
educational institution will never impede additional funding from such students.
So all contractors can relax a little, because for them the next 3 - 4 years will fly imperceptibly and
without much excitement. However, what young professionals from them will turn out, even the
question.
Another matter of state employees, because for them every semester turns into global stress and
the real opportunity to get into the lists to deduct. With such students, the dean is not particularly
courtesy, because those who want to be granted.
C-college study
Here you will have to not only demonstrate your excellent studies and a stupid desire for knowledge,
but also a diligent behavior, participation in public events and a contact peaceful character.
The task of the student is to learn well and do not walk the pair. If it is still possible to stream in a
college on pairs, then many subjects even after the release remain beyond the understanding. But
how to learn well?
How well to study in college?
To be an exemplary and diligent student, it is not necessary to be a child - in advance. Some tricks,
sociability and activity, and we can assume that "the case is in the hat." So how to succeed? There
are several ways, and the most real among them are described in detail below:
1. Sport - the road to life. In any college, there is necessarily a team by a particular sport. It is very
prestigious, and its participants are always relying "Training benefits" - this is as an unknown rule.
So, if you become a member of such a team, we can assume that the red diploma is already in his
pocket; After all, as you know, it is on athletes all the hopes that they represent the honor of college
on numerous competitions and tournaments.

2. Public work. There are no trade union organizations in all commercial colleges, but activists will
find in any collective. They are first participating in all competitions, KVN, ideas, and on holidays and
are at all become the object of universal admiration, starters and main organizers. Such "pet pets"
adore not only fellow students and representatives of the opposite sex, but even the most stringent
teachers. So do not be surprised if the estimates on this or that object will sometimes be slightly
overestimated.
3. Street group. Personally, I have not once again noticed that the group's headman is always an
excellent student. The case is not at all in his intellectual abilities, but in the authority, which he has
in the eyes of all teachers. Is it really such a responsible person who controls the whole group will
put a deserved triple?
Of course, it is better to put the undeserved four, well, or the top five in advance, so to speak. This is
one of those student injustices, which most often happens in real life.
4. Pets of the department. In the group, there are necessarily those students who teachers love
more than others and consciously overestimate estimates. If you understand the psychology of the
teacher, then you can also become such a pet; But the main thing is not to forget that fellow
students are unlikely to appreciate such a friendliness with the teacher. But what can you do for
diligent study and a red diploma for release.
5. Personal initiative. Sometimes, to learn great and to be in a good account with teachers, it is not
necessary to easily flatter, to act and reptile, it is necessary to earn a sustainable authority in the
eyes of teachers in the eyes of teachers. This at first glance seems impossible, but, as you know, it
is: "It's only to try, and everything will work out."
How to earn a teacher confidence?
So every student can choose for himself that an effective way that he is especially close. In any
case, you will have to work on the first two courses so that the remaining two seemed the most real
sanatorium. Not in vain they say that "you earn the authority first, and then it works for you"! So
everything is real, and with a competent approach of studying in college will become pleasant I
remember in life.
Conclusion: Now I hope many applicants will stop shying the words "college", and, while studying in
his walls, will demonstrate persistent knowledge in the future specialty.

